
SHISHA
Set in a radiant oasis coupled with a inimitable design, 

The Sand bar offers a unique and a memorable shisha experience.

From the most classical shishas to the contemporary ones, we are here to delight you 
with our finest selection of shisha, and we are sure you will not only find your favorites 

but even add many more to your list of preferred shishas.

The Sand Bar team would like to take you on a short journey of shisha around the world 
and we know you’re curious to know more.

SHISHA - A JOURNEY OF FLAVOURS 

Interesting trivia: A hookah (Hindi) or shisha (Arabic) is a single or multi-stemmed (often 
glass-based) water pipe for smoking. Originally from India hookah has gained immense 
popularity, especially in the Middle East and is gaining popularity in the USA, Canada, 
UK and elsewhere. Today, some of the highest quality and most extravagant hookah 

pipes come from Egypt, Iran and Turkey. 



MINT
This is a perfectly balanced medium strong 
mint f lavour. It produces good level of smoke 
and lasts for a long time.

CAPPUCCINO
Al Fakher Cappuccino is a milky coffee f lavuor, 
which is becoming a coffee house staple. It 
smokes the best in nakhla style.

GRAPE
Grape is really sweet and varies between 
the brands. Al Fakher Grape tastes like a 
sweetened Welch’s white grape juice.

BANANA
Banana is sweet and unique. Smokes well with 
Syrian and Egyptian style. Banana mixes best 
with strawberry as well as with orange.

STRAWBERRY
Strawberry is a great way to get used to the 
fruit f lavor of shisha. It is superb by itself and 
perfectly mixes with banana, cherry, or mint.

APPLE
Single apple is a standard f lavour served at 
hookah bars and smokes well with all styles.

COCKTAIL
Cocktail Al Fakher Shisha Tobacco serves up 
a delicious mix of fruit f lavours shisha. Unlike 
an alcohol based cocktail, this hookah tobacco 
concentrates on sweetness and fruitiness.

DOUBLE APPLE
Double Apple Al Fakher Shisha Tobacco is a 
stronger f lavoured apple. Double and triple 
apple f lavours traditionally concentrate more 
on the sweet, less on the anise f lavours.

ARABIAN COFFEE
Arabian coffee has a pleasant coffee taste 
that’s strong but not overwhelming. It leaves 
you with a nice smoke cloud and doesn’t give 
you headache afterwards.

COCONUT
Coconut Shisha has a natural cut with longer 
strips than some of the more modern brands. 

USD20 ++ PER SHISHA
Prices are subject to 10% service charge and 12% government tax


